Week beginning 22nd June 2020
Assembly focused on using the Gospel reading from Sunday...even the sparrows are important.

We celebrated the Feast of St Thomas More on 22 June.
We discussed and included these themes in our prayer: the importance and individual uniqueness, peer pressure,
standing up for what you believe to be right.

Year 6 have been working hard this week finding the area of triangles. They started by counting squares, then were
challenged by comparing areas of rectangles and areas of triangles. In challenge investigation work, CE came up with his
own formula.

More investigations into the correlation between the area of a rectangle and the area of a triangle.

Newsround. In the morning we listened to HRH, Duchess of Cambridge talking about showing kindness and looking after
our own well-being.

In Forest School the children made stick members of their own families and then made their own initials out of sticks
and wool.

More maintenance of Forest School. We cut the hedge and cleared all the cuttings. We then cut discs of weed inhibiting
sheeting to place at the base of the trees (which we cleared last week). The children worked very hard. A warm day but
cool in the shade of a Forest School.

In Design and Technology we found a shady spot to draw our designs for a pair of sandals. The children thought about
who the sandal would be designed for as well as labelling the features and materials used. Then back to the classroom to
explain our design choices.

We have been learning how to write formal letters of complaint, writing in the first person, using a range of clause
structures and uplevelling vocabulary.

We made the most of the sunshine; athletics and team games.

We really enjoyed socially distancing dodgeball in the sunshine….with plenty of breaks to hydrate.

We are very proud of the produce we have grown. A great variety of vegetables were enjoyed by our families this week.

Reception Class and Key Stage One developed their fine motor skills whilst listening to calming Disney music.

Home Learning
During lockdown AH has been really busy practising his handwriting. Wow! What a huge improvement. Well done
AH….keep it up!

The G family have been enjoying learning at home and have been busy completing a variety of home learning activities.

LC from Year 3 enjoying the quiz at the beginning of one of the Oak Academy Literacy lessons.

Stay safe and well…..

